Response to Planning Application 14l3884M, Rotherwood Road, Wilmslow

Transition Wilmslow wishes to object to this application for outline planning consent
for up to 26 residential units on land off Rotherwood Road Wilmslow.
Transition Wilmslow is part of the Transition Towns movement in the UK, which
seeks to promote community action to improve the sustainability and liveability of
their localities. We have carried out a comprehensive landscape character assessment
of the countryside in Wilmslow, Handforth and Styal and presented evidence at the
Cheshire East Local Plan examination in public. Our objections relate to the impact of
the development on landscape and countryside access; ecology and land capability;
and Green Belt:

1.

Landscape and countryside access
The site in question is part of the Lindow Moss Landscape Character Area in the
Cheshire Landscape Character Assessment. Within the Lindow Moss LCA there
is a peatland core (designated as a Site of Local Biological Importance) which is
still being actively worked for peat, surrounded by a historic landscape, with field
boundaries that often reflect former peat working and sandy fringes, including
Lindow Common SSSI. Transition Wilmslow has proposed that the whole of the
Lindow Moss LCA should be designated as a Green Infrastructure Asset in the
Cheshire East Local Plan. We are working with our partners to restore, conserve
and celebrate this important landscape.
The application site is accessed via a Restricted Byway that feeds directly into a
Bridle Path (Public Path 34) which connects along Rotherwood Road to Morley
Green. This route is heavily used by walkers, runners, cyclists and equestrians. It
is one of the most important access points to the countryside on the northern side
of Wilmslow.

Objection l.The proposed development would represent a significant urban
incursion into the Lindow Moss Landscape Character Area. This would
prejudice landscape character alongside a key access point to the mossland
landscape.

2.

Ecology and Land capability
The site forms part of an ecological buffer zone around the ecologically sensitive
core of the Lindow Moss landscape. For some years it has not been actively
managed and the mosaic of unimproved grassland, bracken, rosebay willow herb,
and bramble provides ideal habitat for small mammals, and therefore a hunting
ground for raptors and owls. It provides useful breeding habitat for summer
visitors such as blackcap. Peatland soils such as this, with their high water table
and store of 'fossil carbon' are best left undisturbed. By contrast, they are not well
suited to urban development and subsidence problems have been encountered in
comparable developments in this area.

Objection 2.The proposed development would impair the ecological buffer
zone around Lindow Moss and destroy a useful informal wildlife habitat, on
land of low capability for housing development.

3.

Green Belt
We recognise that there is strong development pressure on the fringes of
Wilmslow and other settlements, and that some reconfiguration of the Green Belt
may become necessary. However, we consider that this site is inappropriate for
release. It forms part of land parcel WLM 20 in the Cheshire East Green Belt
Assessment (Sept 2013) which formed part of the Cheshire East Local Plan
evidence base. This concluded that this land parcel 'does play an important
function in preventingfurther urban encroachment into the countryside'.Itwas
considered to make a significant contribution to the key Green Belt purposes of
'Checking the unrestricted sprawl of a large built-up atea' and 'Assisting in
safeguarding the countryside from encroachment'. Furthermore we consider that
development in this location would be particularly damaging because it would
erode the visual link with open countryside to the north of Moor Lane and open up
the prospect of ribbon development between Winchester Close and Burford
Crescent.

Objection 3. The proposed development would represent an incursion into
the Green Belt in a sensitive location, which would impair the visual link with
open countryside to the north of Moor Lane and open up the prospect of
ribbon development between Winchester Close and Burford Crescent.

